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PASSION INTRIGUE BETRAYAL

It’s 2019, humanity is imperiled:
governments and kingdons are toppling, societies collapsing.
Cataclysmic events roil the planet. In
the heavens, a dim red star brightens
in the night sky, heralding epochal
change. Are we the architects of our
own demise? Or are we merely
bystanders to cosmic
events? Among the
endangered billions,
Maya Jade, an American trapped in the
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South of France, is searching for
answers while fighting to stay alive.
Set on the decadent and treacherous
Cote d’Azur, Last Call for Caviar
and its sequel, Maya Rising, by
author, Melissa Roen,
chronilce an uncannily
reaslistic future that
is as fierce as it is
fabulous.
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American author Melissa Roen, has lived for the past twenty-eight
years on the Côte d’Azur in the South of France. In Last Call for
Caviar, and its sequel Maya Rising, she writes with an insider’s
perspective about her adopted country, as well as the neighboring
principality of Monaco. The author learned French language, literature, and civilization at La Faculté de Lettres in Nice, France, and
studied art at L’École des Artes Plastiques in Monaco. She speaks
English, French and Italian. In her free time, she enjoys tennis,
dance, and swimming, preferably in the sea at Plage Mala in Cap
d’Ail, France. A lifelong animal and nature-lover, Roen is passionate
about preserving the beauty and resources of our planet. For more
information, please visit her website: www.lastcallforcaviar.com.
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LAST CALL FOR CAVIAR

SYNOPSIS: LAST CALL FOR CAVIAR, VOLUME 1
As the world comes unhinged, a lucky few will be quaffing
Cristal and nibbling Beluga as they stock their Feadships and
gas-up their Gulfstreams for a lasT-minute dash to safety. For
American expat Maya Jade, the Cote d’Azur remains a
fast-eroding zone of normality amid global chaos. Welcome to
the Madhouse. Welcome to the year 2018. Last Call for Caviar
is the debut work of fiction by author Melissa Roen, conjures
an all-too-plausible scenario of endtimes on the glamorous,
treacherous and geographically blessed French Riviera. Anyone
looking for a thrilling, fast-paced read with a powerful savor of
impending doom will relish this smart, page-turning primer on
living like there’s no tomorrow.
Maya has the Cote d’Azur at her manicured fingertips, from
the glittering nightlife of Monte Carlo to the splendid beaches
of Cap Ferrat to the vertiginous trails of the coastal mountains.
Her heart, however, is hopelessly in hock to former lover
Julian, who’s gone missing on the wrong side of the security
perimeter since they quarreled months before. When a psychic
tells Maya that Julian is her destiny rather than the cad she
recalls, hope floods in alongside doubt.
Navigating the treacherous minefield of her disintegrating
world, she finds herself drawn to Abdul, a sexy and enigmatic,
Emirati, who’s up to his Guthra in the struggle for control over
the gold-plated Principality of Monaco. Back in the US, anarchy
is spreading, forcing Maya’s family to flee Vegas for a fortified

compound in the coastal redwood forests of southern Oregon.
Her domineering and capable sister, Leah, wants her to come
home, but getting there may well be impossible.
The plot thickens when an exotic and seductive spiritual figure
arrives in Monaco and allies herself with psychotic Russian
gangster Slava. Anjuli del Solaire claims she’s working to raise
the consciousness of the world’s remaining inhabitants-- especially the very rich-- but Maya recognizes the Amazonian
beauty with a dangerous past. Though her knowledge could
expose Anjuli’s scam, Maya just wants to avoid the notice of
Anjuli’s ruthless new friends. Mutually suspicious and mutually admiring, both women discover they need each other as
people and circumstance escape their control.
As natural disasters, extreme weather, environmental collapse,
disease, famine and resource wars roil the planet and armies of
the dispossessed and murderous approach from Southwest,
Maya must decide where to make a stand and with whom.
Can she bum a ride on a billionaire’s jet? Will she sacrifice her
independence for a Sheik’s protection? Will she risk survival
to honor her obligations? Can she heal a broken heart on an
irreparably broken planet? With wit, invention and old-fashioned glamour, Last Call for Caviar describes a world where a
gal’s Glock fits a diamond holster and that second helping of
caviar may be your last. This sharply-observed narrative of an
uncannily realistic future is as fierce as it is fabulous.
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MAYA RISING

SYNOPSIS: MAYA RISING, VOLUME 2
It’s 2019 and humanity is imperiled: governments and kingdoms are toppling, societies across the planet collapsing. Natural catastrophes, resource wars, systems failure, famine and
disease threaten our survival. In the heavens, a dim red star
brightens in the night sky, heralding epochal change. Are we
the architects of our own demise? Or are we merely bystanders
to cosmic events? Among the endangered billions, Maya Jade,
an American trapped in the South of France, is searching for
answers while fighting to stay alive.
Darker and more erotic, Maya Rising, the sequel to Last Call
for Caviar, by Melissa Roen, picks up Maya Jade’s story at
its cliff-hanging mid-point. Miraculously reunited with her
estranged lover, Julian, and guarded by her beloved Golden
Retriever, Buddy, Maya and her companions flee the besieged
Côte d’Azur searching for safety in the vastness of the French Alps.
After a harrowing journey through a state of anarchy, they find
sanctuary in a well defended Alpine village. Julian’s surgical
skill is their passport, and for a short time it appears they’ve
found haven above the rising tide of bloodshed engulfing the
planet. But all too soon, events conspire to separate these starcrossed lovers once again.
Determined to rescue Julian—if he’s alive—Maya hires two retired French soldiers to guide and protect her as she searches
for him across the Alps, a majestic terrain now home to rogue
militia, marauders, slave traders—and worse. Maya’s pampered
existence on the French Riviera—chronicled in Last Call for

Caviar—is but a surreal memory. Now, every day is a struggle
to maintain hope and avoid capture among the craggy peaks
and haunted valleys ruled by warlords and populated by the
desperate and degraded.
But when Julian’s trail leads south, Maya follows, coming full
circle to the embattled principality she resolutely left behind.
In a stroke of cosmic irony, Maya’s mission brings her into
intimate contact with her former lover, Abdul, a dangerous and
charismatic man, whose skill at seduction she’s never been
able to resist or forget.
But in the course of a year, a new Maya Jade has emerged from
the ashes of a decadent and doomed world. She’s no longer
wracked by doubt and paralyzed by fear. Risking everything,
she employs instinct, cunning and every tool at her disposal to
protect those she loves, while holding onto her humanity and
ideals in a world gone mad. Readers seeking a sexy, adrenalinefilled ride in the company of a heroine who lives as fiercely
as she loves will relish this astrophysical tale of a woman’s
struggle to understand and survive the end of the world.
Combining elements of adventure, romance, and science
fiction, Maya Rising describes a future that is all too plausible.
And though the situation is grave and the tension palpable, in
Maya Jade’s wry, self-conscious story-telling, there is reason
to hope. Melissa Roen’s novel encounters the apocalypse with
courage, determination and wonder and will appeal to fans of
speculative fiction, romance and dystopian thrillers.
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LAST CALL FOR CAVIAR
Book Trailer
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REVIEWS

LAST CALL FOR CAVIAR
Selected by Kirkus Review’s editors to be a featured Indie book
in February 15, 2016 issue of Kirkus Reviews magazine.
Kirkus Review

“Roen creates an arresting pastiche of apocalyptic fiction
and erotic romance that’s anchored by a strong heroine. It’s
depiction of a futuristic Cote d’Azur on the brink of anarchy
is particularly striking. A fast-paced thriller featuring exotic
locales and an intriguing cast of characters.”
Kirkus Review
Read more from Kirkus Review

“Last Call for Caviar is a guilty pleasure for any reader. It introduces readers to an epic fight for love and humanity. The
imagery and decadence used to describe the setting made me
feel as though I was there. You can almost smell the money
towards the beginning of the book and the despair at the end
as their world begins to crumble further. The author could
have gone just with the end of days story and written a fine
book. However, the sensuality and adventure of the book is
what sets it apart from other novels. If you want to be exposed
to a world of wealth, tragedy and love, Last Call for Caviar is
a great read.”

a hundred years after almost half of mankind perished as
foretold in the Hopi Prophecy. Last Call for Caviar has a cast
of colorful characters each of them with interesting stories to
tell as they try to avoid the inescapable doom. Witty, fashionable and imaginative, this is a dystopian novel that is simply
hard to put down.”
Maria Beltran for Readers’ Favorites (5 Stars)

“Last Call for Caviar by Melissa Roen is a dystopian novel
of great strength and beauty. When a novel like this is done
well it is believable enough to frighten you and this novel was
done very well indeed. I enjoyed the lyrical writing, exotic settings and most of all the strong, independent, but sometimes
vulnerable main character. A great read.”
Ray Simmons for Readers’ Favorites (4 Stars)
Read more from Readers’ Favorites

“Intense action, gut-wrenching drama, sensual and haunting
sizzle, well-placed comedy and the type of sci fi fantasy that
makes you think Could this really happen?”
Manhattan Book Review (4.5 Stars)
Read more from Manhattan Book Review

Pacific Book Review (4 Stars)
Read more from Pacific Book Review

“Roen is a skillful writer who deftly juggles suspense, sadness
and sensuality. If you like your Armageddon chic, classy, but
definitely not chaste, this last call’s for you.”

“Last Call for Caviar unravels in Cap d’Ail, France in the
year 2018 as readers are presented with Maya Jade’s journals

US Review of Books
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REVIEWS

MAYA RISING
Selected by Kirkus Review editors as a featured Indie review
in April, 1, 2016 issue of Kirkus Reviews Magazine.
Kirkus Romance Recommendation

“A vividly-imagined dark dystopian fantasy complete with
passionate romance and dangerous alliances. An intrepid
pair has survived the apocalypse, but worse is yet to come in
Roen’s sequel to Last Call for Caviar.”
Kirkus Review
Read more from Kirkus Review

“In a world divided by the atrocities of war, it is matters of
the heart that almost bring down our heroine, Maya, in this
fast-moving and suspenseful sequel to Last Call for Caviar.
While the world is more dangerous and hopeless, the sex is
more passionate and alive. Maya Rising is a sensual, erotic
read that doesn’t disappoint.”

around her. I wanted her to get the happiness she deserved
and for things to work out for her. That level of empathy for a
character is remarkable and makes me applaud Roen for a
fine job of making her characters come to life.”
JJ Philips for Readers’ Favorites (5 Stars)

“Maya Rising is a sizzling steamy story with action, adventure and intrigue. Maya Rising is a survival tale, but hope is
also encountered in the story’s pages. I love the way this story
was told. It is dark and scary at times, funny and witty when
comic relief is needed, and sweet and sappy just when I’ve
had too much darkness.”
Anna Smith for Readers’ Favorites (5 Stars)
Read more from Readers’ Favorites

“A fast-paced whirlwind of adventure. This sequel to Last Call
for Caviar is equally as delicious as the first installment.”

Pacific Book Review (4 Stars)

Manhattan Book Review (4.5 Stars)

Read more from Pacific Review

Read more from Manhattan Book Review

“Roen did a fantastic job of creating a scary world that is all
too plausible in its reality. Maya is kick-butt kind of heroine
that a lot of readers will get behind. She’s a different girl
from the one she was when she started this journey, and she
isn’t about to give up just because the world has gone crazy

“Roen has grown in her craft, filling Maya Rising with tighter
writing and raised stakes. A.n apocalyptic thriller that is sure
to keep fans of Last Call for Caviar at the edge of their seats
and hungry for more.”
San Francisco Book Review
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
with the Pacific Book Review

Will we be seeing Maya and Julian again? Is there a
volume 3 in the works?

At any time did you ever think about Maya ending
up with Abdul?

If there is a demand for a third book, I have left open the
option to continue Maya’s saga. In the third volume, I would
like to explore new underlying themes and speculate how
humanity transcends the catastrophic challenges facing us as
a species. From a writer’s perspective, one can’t keep revising
the same ground. Novels in a series–the same as all life
forms–need to evolve and expand to thrive.

I initially wrote Abdul’s character as a foil for Julian in the
2013 edition of Last Call for Caviar. His character was a way
to set up and emphasize the strength of Maya’s connection
and love for Julian. The temptation that Abdul represents for
her is an effective device to highlight certain facets of Maya’s
character, core beliefs and ultimate choices.

In my imagination, I can already visualize the direction the
story would take. Maya’s first-person narration of her continuing journey– the challenges that she and her loved ones face
during the years of the Purification– would be central to the
arc of the story. However, I would like to interweave chapters
of multi-character points of view throughout the narration to
create more richness and depth to a third volume.
Drawing from readers’ feedback, there appears to be a strong
desire to know more about the intriguing cast of characters
that inhabit Maya Jade’s world. They’re interested to read
the story from Julian or Abdul’s perspective. And even want
to better understand what motivates Maya’s adversaries,
such as Slava. I think that Esperanza Jade has the potential
to become an interesting character, and co-narrator, who
can show–through flash forwards–how humanity and society
evolves one hundred years in the future.

Abdul is the rich-sexy-dangerous-lover-slash-alpha-male that
so many heroines swoon over in romantic novels. On paper
he should sweep her off her feet. She shouldn’t think twice,
about abandoning the ones she loves—Julian and Buddy—
and the ideals she holds dear, for a life of luxury and security
in his arms.
As clichéd as the adage can be that characters can take on
a life of their own, half way through the first draft of Maya
Rising, Abdul and Maya hijacked the storyline. There was so
much intensity in the dynamics between them and the natural flow of their interactions; Abdul’s character took on more
depth and dimension. As the author, I was just as surprised as
Maya Jade, or any reader, at the turn their love affair took.
Once I finished the manuscript of Maya Rising, I realized I
needed to revise and do some general housekeeping of the
2013 edition of Last Call for Caviar. In the revised edition, the
story line and characters remain the same as the 2013
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
with the Pacific Book Review
Last Call for Caviar series.
I pray that we can come to an epiphany and reverse course
before it is too late. But the forces arrayed against this–the
global elites, who control banking, weapons manufacture,
fossil fuel production, politics and the media—are formidable. They have tremendous control and influence over how
ordinary people live their lives. I fear, they have too much
invested in the destruction of our planet, as it appears their
agenda is solely based on greed and enriching their corporate bottom line.
Do you jot down your ideas for a novel over time as they
come to you, or do you sit down and write in one setting?

I don’t use an outline to write the first draft of a novel, or
have chapters or characters mapped out in advance. My
process is much more organic. I’m fortunate that I have an
overabundance of imagination and am able to visualize the
next step of the story unfolding as I write.
edition. But, I took the opportunity to give more depth to
Abdul’s character and intensify the chemistry between Maya
and Abdul to bring Last Call for Caviar, vol.1 in line with the
new developments in Maya Rising. The revised edition of Last
Call for Caviar, vol.1 was published in October 2015.
Do you believe we might see then end of society, as we
know it in your lifetime?

Unfortunately, I believe that we have been terrible guardians
of our planet from an ecologically- sustainable point of view
and that we’ve come to a critical point in our existence. We
have a small window of time left to halt the destruction of
our environment or, within a couple generations, our world
will become inhospitable for life, as we know it, and many of
the species that inhabit our planet.
An alternate near future, such as is chronicled in the Last
Call for Caviar series, destroyed by greed, political corruption and the hatred and intolerance of our fellow man, is not
farfetched. One only has to read the headlines in the news
today to realize that this is already our reality to a lesser degree. We are destroying the ecological balance of our planet.
There are millions of people who are suffering and dying
because of existing resource wars and the deliberate displacement of civilian populations. What is already happening to a
large portion of the global population is equally as shocking
and frightening as the fictionalized world portrayed in the

However, I do keep a small journal with me at all times.
Inspiration can strike at the most unlikely moment and I
have learned not to trust it to memory. I’m very observant by
nature and find story ideas in the everyday world around
me. It can be snippets of conversation that I overhear, or
something I read that resonates and gets my imagination
going in a new direction.
When I have written myself into a literary dead-end, I often
refer to my journal to find ideas for my next step in the
narration. I do quite a bit of research while writing a novel.
For example, I needed to research paragliding, astrophysics
and astronomy in the Last Call for Caviar series to keep my
writing as realistic and accurate as possible.
What one quality to you most admire in Maya Jade?

I think it’s the combination of her analytic and devious
mind. While she has qualities that are admirable, such as her
loyalty to loved ones, family and friends, I like that she is trying to understand and find solutions to the great and terrible
times she lives in. Sometimes her solutions are self-serving, but
I think that adds a dash of realism to her brand of humanity.
However, I think Maya is most appealing as a character when
she realizes she can’t live with herself if she abandons Julian
and Buddy. I very much enjoyed writing the scene where
Maya jumps ship and swims to shore—risking everything—to
be reunited with her loved ones again.
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
Monaco Life

What is your motivation for writing about the end of
civilisation as we know it?

While humanity is poised on the brink of cataclysmic,
apocalyptic times in Last Call for Caviar and its sequel, Maya
Rising, this is primarily a background setting for a more
intimate, human-scaled narrative of one person’s struggle
to find meaning and hold onto her humanity and ideals, to
protect the people she loves, while fighting to survive in
a world gone mad.
I found this doomed-world scenario an interesting setting
and a great narrative device: it helps to move the plot along
as the protagonist, Maya Jade, navigates the minefield of her
disintegrating world. Readers experience this doomed and
dying world through Maya’s eyes, but her story is one adventure, curiosity, passion, romance and ultimately, hope…
I wanted to create a background setting of an alternate near
future that could be all-too plausible and realistic. Something
our own world could become in a few short years if we don’t
turn away from our destructive tendencies. In Maya’s world
mankind is the cancer infecting our planet. We are the
architects of our own demise.
A world where the existing banking and financial systems
created for greed and profit of an elite few, becomes
unsustainable and crashes down; one of resource wars
and government-financed terrorism that are already the

primary motivations for present day global conflicts whose
sole reason is to fill the coffers of weapons manufacturers;
the rape and destruction of our environment for the bottom
line of multi-nationals, oil and commodity producers. And
finally, the unjust and inhumane systems in place that keeps
the majority of the world’s population barely able to have the
essentials for sustaining life and where being middle class is
just another word for economic slavery.
Combine this with the fact that Mother Nature appears to be
seeking her revenge as catastrophic geological upheaval,
extreme weather and environmental collapse roil the planet
and you have the perfect storm for the coming of great and
terrible times.
Why did you choose Monaco for the setting?

I have lived in the region for 29 years: 20 years in St. Jean
Cap Ferrat and then in Cap d’Ail and I know Monaco well. I
thought it was interesting to use Monaco as a setting and tell
the story from the perspective of the privileged few living in a
heavily-armed, security enclave while the tide of chaos and
anarchy approaches day by day ever closer. For now their
wealth protects them and collective denial reigns. They
can’t imagine anarchy and death will come for them also
- like frogs in a pot of cool water that is slowly brought to a
boil - until it’s too late to escape. In this setting, I was able
to create a cast of interesting, and at times, unsavoury and
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AUTHOR INTERVIEW
with Monacolife.net
devious characters. Each with their own agendas, jockeying
for position and building alliances as they try to hold onto
their power, or carve out new kingdoms.
Are there any autobiographical elements?

This a question readers often ask when an author chooses
to tell a story from a first person point of view. My books are
speculative fiction set in an alternate dystopian future, so
obviously this isn’t a memoir, nor based on my life experiences. My characters are all fictive: products of my imagination.
However, writers do draw on experiences in their own lives,
or observe traits and quirks of people they have met, and may
use these prompts as a starting point to develop a character,
or create a scene. Emotions I have experienced, feelings of
love, anger, confusion or fear; certain situations I’ve faced in
my own life, can lend an authenticity to my writing because
the emotion or experience lived and felt resonates.

of view. Right now I need to concentrate on the promotion
and marketing of Last Call for Caviar and Maya Rising, but
I greatly look forward to getting back to what I love best:
writing.
As it now stands, the Last Call for Caviar series can end with
Maya Rising. If the books develop a large readership and fans
would like another book in the series, I’ve left myself room to
continue the saga, albeit in a new and exciting direction.

I must say, my protagonist Maya Jade, has had a lot more
fun than I have. Even in the midst of global collapse and
impending doom, she still finds time to juggle two lovers.
Future projects:

I would like to start work on the French translations of Last
Call for Caviar and Maya Rising in the new year. And I’m
anticipating to start work on a new fiction novel by late
spring. I have some ideas that are percolating. I’d like to try
my hand at writing a novel from a multi-character point

Melissa Roen being interviewed by Martina Brody of Monaco Life
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